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BQ Cam is the optial ounterpart of the transient X-ray soure V0332+53. Thissystem whih onsists of a Be star and a 4.4 s X-ray pulsator has an orbital period of34.25 days, eentriity of 0.31 and semi-major axis of 48 light seonds (Stella et al.,1985). The mass funtion of 0.1 M� indiates an inlination angle smaller than 11Æ forthe Be star of mass between 16-20 M� and a neutron star mass of 1.4 M�.Two optial brightenings of BQ Cam were deteted: one is in 1983 and the other isin 1989 (Goranskij, 2001). Both optial brightenings whih were related to the ejetionof irumstellar shells were aompanied by X-ray outbursts. Bernaa et al. (1984)indiated that the H� line showed a P-Cygni pro�le on their spetra whih was obtained inabout 20 days after the maximum brightness of BQ Cam was reahed. However, Kodairaet al. (1985) did not on�rm this identi�ation and found that H� emission line is themost prominent feature in their spetra. Iye and Kodaira (1985) and Corbet et al. (1986)reported the deline of the equivalent width of the H� emission line in their spetrumwhih was related to evolving irumstellar envelope that surrounds Be star.At the beginning of the year 2004, Goranskij and Barsukova (2004) informed that BQCam reahed to its brightness maximum prediting a new X-ray outburst within 1-2 years.About 300 days later, Swank et al. (2004) reported the �rst All Sky Monitor detetion ofthe November 2004 X-ray outburst.Optial observations of BQ Cam were obtained between JD 2453235 (August 2004)and JD 2453384 (January 2005) using ROTSE3d roboti telesope loated at Bak�rl�tepe,Turkey. It operates without �lters and has a wide passband whih peaks at 550 nm(Akerlof et al., 2003). ROTSE magnitudes were alulated by omparing all the �eldstars to USNO 2.0 R-band atalog. About 1600 CCD frames were analyzed followingthe proedure desribed in K�z�lo�glu et al. (2005), Smith et al. (2002) and Smith et al.(2003).All frames are dark-and-at-�eld orreted automatially as soon as they are exposed.A pipeline proedure feeds orreted frames to SExtrator pakage (Bertin and Arnouts,1996). 5 pixel (17 arse) diameter aperture is used to determine all soure andidateswithin the FOV. Gaussian enters and the instrumental magnitudes of the identi�edobjets are ompared against USNO A2.0 atalog with a triangle-mathing tehnique.An approximate R-band magnitude zero point o�set of eah frame is alulated using a
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relative photometry algorithm whih results in a alibrated list of R-band magnitudesof the objets. Unfortunately ROTSE has no olor information. Approximate V-bandvalues an be obtained by applying a onstant orretion fator from the observationsof the referene stars (Goranskij, 2001). We applied di�erential photometry in order toeliminate the atmospheri and other systemati e�ets over hundred days of observations.These inlude seeing variations in a spei� night and between observation days, and alsopointing variations of the order of � 0:Æ3 in large FOV (1:Æ8). Table 1 lists the referenestars used for the light urve. mROTSE is the mean measured ROTSE magnitude and �is the estimated error of the mean for all the frames.
Table 1. Coordinates and photometri magnitudes of BQ Cam and the referene stars.Star �(J2000) Æ(J2000) USNO.A2.0 R mROTSE �BQ Cam 03h34m59:s92 +53Æ10023:003 14.21 03h34m52:s90 +53Æ11053:006 13.8 13.919 0.1062 03h35m11:s46 +53Æ08056:003 13.3 13.255 0.1033 03h35m03:s73 +53Æ12009:001 13.2 13.147 0.102

Figure 1. ROTSE3d light urve of BQ Cam (upper panel) and X-ray light urve (lower panel) ofV0332+53 taken with RXTE/ASM (daily average of 5.0-15.0 KeV band light urve). Error bars onROTSE3d data points are not shown for larity however estimated errors are of the order � 0:m02.Dotted line shows mean di�erential magnitude alulated for the data before the periastron passagetime. Arrow points the �rst ASM detetion of November 2004 outburst (MJD = JD � 2400000.5). Theregion of periastron passage is also indiated with its unertainty in time.
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In Figure 1 the di�erene in the ROTSE magnitudes of BQ Cam and the mean of thereferene stars were plotted together with the X-Ray observations. RXTE-ASM/C-banddaily averaged data of V0332+53 shows the Nov 23, 2004 X-ray outburst in ounts/s. Onthe same �gure the periastron passage time is also shown with its unertainty in time.The X-ray outburst ours lose to the time of periastron passage.The light urve of BQ Cam whih is in Be star phase remained almost the same duringthe observation time interval of about 150 days, however � 0:m04 derease in brightnessbefore the X-ray outburst is notable. Observed rapid low-amplitude variability on timesales of few days is typial to BQ Cam (Goranskij, 2001). Figure 2a is an exampleof low-amplitude irregular variability with an amplitude of about � 0:m02. Figure 2bshows a near sinusoidal variation of duration � 11 days. The fading of the soure an beexpeted after the X-ray outburst was ompleted if the essation of X-ray outburst wasaompanied by a deline of optial brightness.

Figure 2. Examples of the daily averaged variations of ROTSE3d light urve of BQ Cam before andafter November 2004 outburst (MJD = JD � 2400000.5). Error bars are the variane of variationswithin eah night of observations.
Further ROTSE3d observations are being performed to see the long term variations.Aknowledgements:This study was supported by TUG (Turkish National Observatory), TUBITAK ( Turk-ish Sienti� and Researh Counil).
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